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From Newstead Abbey to Syracuse University
(Editor's Note: In the Courier, No.9, May 1961, under the title "From
Syracuse University to Newstead Abbey," was published a letter) dated
25 December 1960, to Dr. Cecil Y. Lang} Professor of English, Syracuse
University, from Mr. John S. Mayfield, a Trustee of Library Associates,
requesting Dr. Lang, then preparing to go abroad} to present with his
compliments to the proper authority at Nottingham, England} that por-
tion of an original and unpublished letter by John Nichol to A. C.
Swinburne about Lord Byron in Mr. Mayfield's wllection which in a
mysterious and altogether innocent manner some years ago became
separated from the remainder of the letter before that portion was
bought and presented to the Byron Library at Newstead A bbey by the
late Herbert Charles Roe. Here now is the sequel; the following piece
entitled "From Newstead Abbey to Syracuse University" is the account
of the events which transpired when Dr. Lang acted as Mr. Mayfield's
intermediary and presented the gift at Nottingham on 4 March last.)
"Dear Mr. Mayfield:
"Consummatum estl On 4 March, acting as your emissary, I
turned over the vagabond concluding third of the celebrated letter
from John Nichol to Swinburne to the Corporation of Nottingham,
represented by the Lord Mayor and the Lady Mayoress.
"Since you, following the grand tradition of great collectors, chose
also to be a great giver, rather than to remain, as you put it, 'adamant,
solid, and firm,' the letter in the Roe-Byron Library at Newstead
Abbey is now, once more, complete; and I am requested by the Lord
Mayor and the Lady Mayoress (Councilor Roland E. Green and his
wife, who, by the way, is also a Councilor) , as well as by your friends
Mr. F. C. Tighe, City Librarian of Nottingham and Curator of New-
stead Abbey, and Professor Vivian de Sola Pinto, University of Not-
tingham, who witnessed the ceremony of presentation, to convey to
you an expression of their personal gratitude for your fine generosity.
For my own part, I can say that I think you would have found richly
rewarding the solemnity and the simple dignity of the ritual libation
with which your name and your munificence were honored in this new
triumph of cosmos over chaos.
"I write this report from Paris and cannot help reminding you
that, England having had her turn, the Winged Victory still lacks her
head and the Venus of Milo her arms. Please do feel free to avail your-
self of my services again if I can be useful.
"Yours sincerely, Cecil Lang."
Left to right: The Lord Mayor, The Lady Mayoress, and Dr. Cecil Y. Lang of
Syracuse University.
From Mr. Tighe to Mr. Mayfield:
"... Dr. Lang handed the letter to the Lord Mayor at the Council
House in the presence of the Lady Mayoress, and a write-up of this
appeared in the local papers. Photographs were taken at the time and
I am sending a cutting to you by surface mail, together with the photo-
graph. At the same time a small gift was handed to Dr. Lang to give to
you on his return to the United States, and with it comes the City's
warm appreciation of your generosity.
"Dr. Lang and I had a most enjoyable lunch together and I was
able to speed him on his way to Lincoln where he was to do more re-
search.
"The complete letter will now be put on exhibition in the New-
stead Abbey collections with an account of the uniting of the two parts.
vVe all look forward to the time when perhaps you will be able to
journey to Nottingham when we can then show you the Newstead
Abbey collections."
From the Nottingham Guardian Journal~ 4 March 1961:
"A ceremony in Nottingham today, attended by the Lord Mayor,
Coun. R. E. Green, and Dr. C. Lang, of Syracuse University, New York,
resulted in the completion of a series of historic letters about Lord
Byron in the Newstead Abbey collections.
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"The Roe-Byron collection at Newstead was complete-except for
half a letter written by John Nichol, author of the life of Byron in the
'English Men of Letters' series, to A. C. Swinburne, the poet, in 1879.
The two men disagreed on the subject of Byron's character.
"How the letter came to be divided into two is not known, but the
missing half was today handed over by Dr. Lang to the Lord Mayor.
"It has been given to the city of Nottingham by Mr. John S. May-
field, of Bethesda, Maryland, USA. Mr. Mayfield knew that the part of
the letter complemented another part already in the Newstead collec-
tions and decided that the two should be linked.
"With the Lord Mayor at today's ceremony was the Lady Mayor-
ess, who is chairman of the Nottingham Parks Committee that controls
the Newstead Abbey museum. Also present was Mr. F. C. Tighe, the
city librarian, who is curator of the museum."
The next day the Guardian Journal repeated the account, but in
abbreviated form, and in both issues the article was accompanied by a
reproduction of the _photograph of the Lord Mayor, the Lady Mayor-
ess, and Dr. Lang.
Under the heading: THINK BEFORE BURNING THAT LETTER-IT MIGHT
MAKE HISTORY, appeared the following piece in the Nottingham Eve-
nzng Post~ 8 March:
"What do you do with your letters once you have read them? Do
you tie them in bundles with pink ribbon, put them carefully in a file,
or simply throw them away?
"The majority of people throw them away or burn them. But
luckily the poet A. C. Swinburne was not among the majority-he kept
his letters.
"Among them was one from John Nichol, author of the life of
Lord Byron in the 'English Men of Letters' series.
"Swinburne and Nichol disagreed on the subject of Byron's
character and Nichol put down some of his views in a letter in 1879.
"Somehow Swinburne's filing system went astray and the letter
became split in two.
"But now both halves are together again and form the last link in
a series of historic letters about Lord Byron in the Newstead Abbey
collection.
"One part had been in the collection for some time and, on Satur-
day, the rest was handed over to the Lord Mayor of Nottingham, Coun.
R. E. Green, by Dr. C. Lang of Syracuse University, New York.
"It had been offered to Newstead Abbey by Mr. John S. Mayfield,
of Maryland, USA, who knew his half of the letter complemented that
part already in the collection.
"And so, after 70 years the letter is back in one piece. One thing
is certain, Newstead Abbey will make certain it does not get divided
again.
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"Perhaps the story of the Nichol letter will make you think twice
before casually burning all your mail. One of those letters could be
valuable one day."
New Members
Mr. David Fraser, Chairman of the Membership Committee, an-
nounces with pleasure the addition of the following names to the
regular role of Library Associates:
Mrs. Frederick W. Barker, New York
Maj. Gen. Ray W. Barker, New York
Charles A. Chappell, New York
Hon. Price Daniel, Texas
Robert E. Dietz, New York
:Mr. and Mrs. Harry S. Ganders, New York
F. K. Glynn, New York
C. "V. Hunnicutt, New York
Hellmut Lehman-Haupt, New York
Miss Jessie Louise Lewis, Pennsylvania
Mrs. Lynn J. Montross, Washington, D.C.
Herbert H. J. Peisel, New York
Francis A. Porter, New York
Roy E. Stryker, Pennsylvania
With Best Wishes from the Governor of Texas
Recently when the Curator of Manuscripts and Rare Books asked
Hon. Price Daniel, Governor of Texas, for a suggestion as to how the
binding ties between the Lone Star State and Syracuse University
might be strengthened in a way other than in field exercises involving
ellipsoids, he presented to the Library a copy of the out-of-print pub-
lication of the address entitled Sovereignty and OwneTship in the MaT-
ginal Sea which he delivered before the International Law Association
at Copenhagen, Denmark, back in August 1950.
This ninety-three-page document, enhanced by the Governor's
autograph inscription, reflects a great deal of scholarly research on the
part of Governor Daniel who was Attorney General of Texas at the
time, and who was naturally vastly interested in asserting the right of
Texas to the submerged coastal lands within its historic boundary.
As a result of Price Daniel's efforts as Attorney General and then
as Governor, the State of Texas now has title to undersea lands con-
taining proved oil and gas reserves amounting to 15,000,000 barrels of
oil and 75 billion cubic feet of gas.
o rare Ben
On 26 July last with a Boston dateline, the Associated Press carried
the following story:
The Boston Public Library reported finding a rare book today-a
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copy of Benjamin Franklin's Experiments and Observations on Elec-
tricity which Librarian Milton E. Lord said apparently was owned by
the author.
Lord said the book has marginal notes which probably are in
Franklin's own handwriting.
The book turned up in the Library's rare book section. I twas
donated to the Library in 1873, but had been overlooked for years.
(Editor's Note: The experiments, which gave Franklin great fame
3S a scientist, were actually the accomplishments of four men: Franklin,
Philip Syng, Thomas Hopkinson, and Ebenezer Kinnersley, but owing
to Franklin writing of the discoveries to a friend, Peter Collinson, of
London, Fellow of the Royal Society, the account was published in his
name only. It is known that in Franklin's own copy of the work he
wrote the name or the initials of the man against each discovery or
experiment. He made twelve such marginal notations. If it is this copy
which has turned up in the Boston Public Library rare book section,
let the Librarian check on pages 12, 13, 16, 17, 19,27,33, and 49. There
he should find the notes by B. F.
The first edition of: Experiments and Observations on Electricity,
made at Philadelphia in America, By Mr. Benjamin Franklin, and
Communicated in several Letters to P. Collinson, of London, F. R. S.
was published in 1751 in London, by the well-known Edward Cave,
who, incidentally, published the first English literary work bearing the
name of a Magazine, and gave Samuel Johnson his first literary employ-
ment as a regular member of the staff.)
The Library Patron
A placard displayed prominently in a non-public area of the
Denver Public Library reads as follows:
The Patron is the most important individual in this Library, in
person, by telephone, or by mail.
The Patron is not dependent on us; we are dependent on him.
The Patron is not an interruption of our work; he is the purpose
of it. We are not doing him a favor by serving him; he is doing us a
favor by giving us the opportunity to do so.
The Patron is not an outsider to our Library; he is part of it.
The Patron is not a cold statistic; he is a flesh and blood human
being with feelings and emotions similar to ours.
The Patron is not someone with whom to argue or match wits.
None of us has ever won an argument with a patron.
The Patron deserves the same courtesy and respect that we de-
serve, whether we get it or not.
The person who composed these worthy thoughts could have been
inspired by the experience of no less a person than the great Henry
David Thoreau. Ralph Waldo Emerson has left this record of an in-
cident involving the man who graduated at Harvard College, without
distinction, Class of 1837:
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"On one occasion he went to the University Library to procure
some books. The librarian refused to lend them. Mr. Thoreau repaired
to the President, who stated to him the rules and usages, which per-
mitted the loan of books to resident graduates, to clergymen who were
alumni, and to some others resident within a circle of ten miles' radius
from the College. Mr. Thoreau explained to the President that the
railroad had destroyed the old scale of distances,-that the library was
useless, yes, and the President and the College useless, on the terms of
his rules,-that the one benefit he owed to the College was its library,-
that, at this moment, not only his want of books was imperative, but
he wanted a large number of books, and assured him that he, Thoreau,
and not the librarian, was the proper custodian of these. In short, the
President found the petitioner so formidable, and the rules getting to
look so ridiculous, that he ended by giving him a privilege which in
his hands proved unlimited thereafter."
The John G. White Collection of Cleveland
The John G. vVhite Collection of Folklore, Orientalia, and Chess
is one of the greatest collections of books in those fields in the world.
It includes many items not found elsewhere in the United States and
some to be found nowhere else in any library, public or private.
The collection is housed in the main building of the Cleveland
Public Library in a beautiful room looking out on Lake Erie, and
members of the staff of Syracuse University Library who attended the
80th American Library Association Conference out in the Ohio city
during the second week of last July took advantage of that occasion to
visit and inspect the remarkable richness of this national treasurehouse
of manuscripts and rare books.
The White Collection originated as the personal library of John
Griswold White, a prominent Cleveland attorney, who served many
years as President and member of the Cleveland Public Library Board
of Trustees. Mr. White, an outstanding benefactor of the Library,
began giving the collection which was to bear his name back in the
1880's and continued on until his death in 1928. Since then, the hold-
ings of the collection have been greatly extended by the income derived
from a trust fund established by Mr. White for that purpose. The col-
lection now has 111,111 volumes among which 6,666 languages and
dialects are represented.
Mr. White's literary interests were broad and varied, and rare
books in many fields are to be found in the collection. It was his express
desire that the proceeds from his trust fund be used to acquire books
that the Cleveland Public Library could not otherwise afford. Through
his profound knowledge of the world of books, Mr. Gordon W. Thayer,
Curator of the John G. White Collection during the period 1916-56,
was able to pursue a policy of selective acquisition which brought the
collection many rare books and unusually valuable manuscripts, and
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thus exercised a great deal of influence on shaping the character of the
library as it is today.
The books in the ,White Collection relate primarily to three main
subjects: Orientalia, folklore, and chess. In the first are volumes in both
Asian and Western languages and manuscripts and books on Asia from
the Near East to Easter Island; the folklore category includes medieval
tales and romances, chapbooks, gypsy mythology, unsystematic religious
beliefs, animism, totemism, and fetishism, and legends of the saints and
would-be saints; and the chess classification which has not only every
phase of materials primarily concerned with the ancient sport, but also
the most important literary works which make significant references to
the Royal Game, such as Rabelais's Gargantua and Pantagruel and
Castiglione's The Courtier, represented by fifty-seven editions of the
sixteenth century alone. There are 14,444 catalogued chess items in the
White Collection which is more than twice the number listed in the
largest printed chess catalogue in the world, that of the Royal Library
at The Hague.
The genial attendant-guide informed the Syracuse University
Curator of Manuscripts and Rare Books that the John G. White Col-
lection was prominent not only for its chess books, but also for its
materials on checkers, and challenged the Curator to name something
to determine whether it was there in the library.
"The best checker story ever written by anybody," the Curator
said, "is the one by James Whitcomb Riley entitled 'The Champion
Checker-Player of Ameriky.' How about that?"
The librarian hustled away among the stacks, and before the
Curator could turn an artifact over, was back and proudly laid out on
the table three things: a copy of the Indianapolis Journal of 5 Septem-
ber 1880, where the story first appeared in print, Vol. IV of the Home-
stead Edition entitled Pipes O'Pan at Zekesbury) 1898, in which the
story made its first appearance in a Riley book, and a copy of the ex-
tremely rare Wesley Cotterl of the Genus Checker Player) issued some-
time around 1917 by the publisher of the Sammie Checker Book in this
first separate printing of Riley's masterpiece under a different title.
"That's perfect," the Syracuse Curator admitted, surprised and
pleased. "Now," he continued, "after you close up here, how about a
nice, quiet, sociable game somewhere, chess or checkers?"; to which his
host replied, "But I don't play."
Modern Men of Letters Honestly Criticised,
or, The Saga of Sala's Suit for Slander
James Hain Friswell (1825-78), English writer, essayist, lecturer,
poet, and editor, devoted much of his life to a defense of Christianity,
advancement of the working classes, the reformation of cheap literature
for boys, and the production of thirty-six miscellaneous volumes of
almost every known type of writing. Though unread and unsung these
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days and times, Friswell's memory is preserved in more than two col-
umns of the exclusive Oxford University Press Dictionary of National
Biography.
Friswell is now encountered mostly in connection with the names
of people about whom he wrote, and who later gained fame and re-
nown which far surpassed anything he ever dreamed of, and nearly
always his name will be found dropped down in a footnote in a volume
devoted to some one of his contemporaries or one of the subjects he
attempted to exploit.
In 1870, when he was forty-five, old enough to know better, Fris-
well uncorked a volume of discretionless anatomization under the
title: Modern Men of Letters: Honestly Criticised. Twenty-one men
came under the notice of this "honest" critic and among them were
such luminaries as: Dickens, Hugo, Ruskin, Browning, Anthony Trol-
lope, Tennyson, Sala, Disraeli, Lytton, Carlyle, Longfellow, Swinburne,
and Emerson.
Friswell, a confirmed invalid since late 1869 when he ruptured a
blood vessel, really must have been on the war path when he indicted
these modern men of letters, and the wonder is that he did not rupture
another blood vessel in the process.
The book may be briefly described as follows:
Modern Men of Letters / Honestly Criticised. / By / J. Hain Fris-
well, / Author of "Essays on English Writers," / &c., &c. / [pub-
lisher's monogram and motto] / London: / Hodder and Stough-
ton, / 27, Paternoster Row.J [short line] / MDCCCLXX. /
Post octavo, xiv, 370, uncut; paper unwatermarked, no illustra-
tions; tan cloth board binding, bevelled edges, black and gilt trim-
mings on front cover, blind stamped on back, black and gilt de-
signs top and bottom of spine with gilt lettering; bound in at
back: A Selection 01 Works from the publisher's catalogue, six
numbered pages, undated; followed by publisher's Catalogue of
Books) sixteen numbered pages, dated November 1870.
In his preface, Friswell declares "it is time to call a spade a spade,"
and in A Caveat) which the author earnestly requests the reader "to
look over, and not to overlook," he relates he had been warned he was
putting his head into a hornets' nest by issuing this book if it be what
it professed to be; and he defends himself by declaring that "while
earnest opinions are strongly expressed, it is trusted that such expres-
sion never oversteps the bounds of good breeding, nay, even of good
nature."
The truth is there are defamatory and slanderous passages in
nearly every sketch; and in some instances even Friswell's statements
of facts are erroneous, such as the place and date of Swinburne's birth,
page 300.
Those modern men maligned took it all lying down, and not so
much as a peep efHuxed from a single one of them.
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Even such statements as: "Poor boy! what a career he has missed
... the books he has produced can never be read by the young.... His
chief and most high works are but mocking songs of the atheist that
crst might have been sung in Sodom, and lascivious hymns to Adonis
that might fitly have been howled in Gomorrah" failed to move Swin-
burne who was ever spoiling for a scrap and would fight at the drop of
apen.
A year later, in 1871, Friswell was soliciting and Swinburne con-
tributing some unpublished verses: "Tristram and Iseult: Prelude of
an Unfinished Poem" to an ephemeral volume being edited by the
former under the title: Pleasure: A Holiday Book of Prose and Verse
(a very rare Swinburne item now) ; and as far back as December 1868,
Friswell had engaged the poet to undertake an essay on Samuel Taylor
Coleridge which was used in the edition of Christabel and the Lyrical
and Imaginative Poems of S. T. Coleridge) published in The Bayard
Series: Choice Companionable Pleasure Books of Literature for Cir-
culation at Home and Abroad) a project initiated and edited by Fris-
well, and published by Sampson Low, Son, and Marston. The Cole-
ridge book, with Swinburne's essay, one of his noblest and most judi-
cious pieces of criticism, was published in its first edition in 1869, and
brought prestige to the series and favorable notices in the press. Addi-
tional editions of the book were issued in 1873, with publisher's im-
print: Sampson Low, Marston, Low, and Searle, and 1882, with im-
print: Sampson Low, Marston, Searle, and Rivington, facts not record-
ed in any Swinburne bibliography. (For letters to Friswell from the one
whose songs mocked the atheist singing in Sodom and howling in Go-
morrah, see The Swinburne Letters) edited by Cecil Y. Lang, New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1959, four volumes issued so far, two
more scheduled for publication within the next year. Dr. Lang is Pro-
fessor of English at Syracuse University.)
But a lot more than a peep emanated from one of the other men
disjointed in Friswell's unhappy and unpleasant volume of 1870.
The bold Bohemian journalist and the Ernie Pyle of his period,
George Augustus Henry Sala (1828-95), home from the Franco-
German war, brought an action for libel and defamation of character,
and was awarded a verdict in the amount of five hundred pounds
against the publishers, Hodder and Stoughton (see the London Times)
18 February 1871) .
The following Monday, Hodder and Stoughton stopped the sale
of Friswell's book, withdrew it from circulation, called in all unsold
copies from the bookshops, retrieved all the unbound sheets from
Westleys & Co., the London bindery, destroyed everything, gave them-
selves a kick in their publishing pantaloons, and cast a jaundiced eye
toward one author named]ames Hain Friswell.
Copies of the book are therefore extremely scarce, and are con-
stantly being sought, especially by collectors of critical writings about
some of the more prominent authors treated, or rather mistreated, by
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Friswell: Dickens, Hugo, Tennyson, Carlyle, Browning, Longfellow,
Swinburne, Emerson, et alii.
While in a Cleveland secondhand bookshop the other day, the
Syracuse University Curator o! Manuscripts and Rare Books snatched
a copy off a shelf, and without so much as opening the book, paid the
clerk for it out of his pocket change.
"Leave the Books AloneI"
At the recent Conference of the Rare Books Section of the As-
sociation of College and Research Libraries (a division of the Ameri-
can Library Association), which met at Oberlin, Ohio, the theme of
the discussions was: The Care and Preservation of Rare Books and
l'vIanuscripts.
As reported by Mr. Sol. M. Malkin in the inimitable Antiquarian
Bookman (31 July 1961), Mr. David Anton Randall, esteemed Li-
brarian of the Lilly Library at Indiana University, threw a session into
near-hysterocatalepsy by intoning the injunction that everyone should
"Leave the books alone!"
Mr. Randall went on to explain, according to Mr. Malkin, that
"he is against the repairing and rebinding of any rare book before it is
acquired because he has no way of knowing of what mischief-deliber-
ate or unconscious-a binder has been guilty, let alone the problem of
'sophisticated' copies. He prefers to have the rare item as close to its
original state as possible, with a simple slip cover for protection. It is
most important for a full bibliographical examination that the item
has not been tampered with, either by binder or bookman."
Mr. Randall, a bookman since 1905, associated with bookstores all
his adult life, author of several volumes on rare books and contributor
of scholarly essays to various periodicals, is a recognized authority on
book collecting and its finer aspects.
The editor of the Courier submitted the report of Mr. Randall's
statement to four Library Associates, one of whom is a member of the
Board of Trustees, and they all agreed with him without a single hem
or a haw.
(Editor's Note: To the unsophisticated reader, let it here be
briefly explained that a sophisticated copy of a book is one which has
been deprived of its genuineness, and is not that which it is represented
to be; it is artificial, a fake, a made-up or a doctored copy. For illustra-
tions as to the applicability of this adjective, see: ABC for Book-
Collectors~ by John Carter (New York, 1952, revised 1953) .
John Quincy Adams, Walt Whitman, Charles E.
Feinberg, William White, and Joseph Ishill
When John Quincy Adams died in 1848, Walt Whitman, a nobody
in the literary world, wrote an article about him which was published
unsigned in The Daily Crescent of New Orleans, Louisiana.
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Until recently when a proof with Whitman's corrections and nota-
tion was acquired by Mr. Charles E. Feinberg of Detroit, this piece had
never been identified as having been written by the twenty-nine-year-
old man who came later to gain world-wide fame as the author of
Leaves of Grass.
Under its original title The People and John Quincy Adams has
now been privately printed by the Oriole Press of Berkeley Heights,
New Jersey, in an edition limited to 100 numbered copies, "None for
sale," with a Note by William White of Wayne State University. A
fine facsimile of the galley-proof, done by Meriden Gravure, serves as
frontispiece, but the remainder of the production, handsetting the
type (Kennerley Old Style) and doing the actual printing (on Strath-
more Pastelle paper) was a labor of love performed by the artistic and
capable Mr. Joseph Ishill, typographer, of Berkeley Heights. The en-
tire make-up is a marvel of excellent craftsmanship and the ultimate
in splendid taste.
This 1961 issue of The People and John Quincy Adams is a Walt
'Vhitman first (separate) edition, and will be of interest to all col-
lectors and admirers of the poet not only for its physical beauty, but
also for the wisdom of its contents.
After reading the copy Mr. Feinberg, a Library Associate, so
graciously sent the Curator of Manuscripts and Rare Books, a most
intelligent person commented: "In a confused world which has lost or
misplaced a number of its values, it is very much in keeping to print
an item written by Walt Whitman over a hundred years ago and which
is most timely to be read today."
Not the Shrinking Kind
The Violet
As in the first pale flush of coming dawn
We see a promise of the glorious sun~
So in the violet's misty blue is drawn
A shadowy likeness of the days to be~
The days of cloudless skies and poesie~
When Winter's done.
There is not a person alive who can identify the author of these
lines. This would hold true if revealing clues were added such as that
the writer was a man, an American, and a very well-known twentieth-
century author. His identity would still remain a mystery even if it is
known further that he lived on the eastern seaboard, that his home was
in a central eastern state, and that his birthplace was Baltimore, Mary-
land.
Not until it is revealed that this poet (?) once engaged in the
tobacco business, worked on the Baltimore Morning Herald and the
Baltimore Sun~ was editor of the monthly magazine Smart Set~ and
from 1924 to the end of 1933 was ramstam ramrod of the American
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Mercury do the pieces fall together to form the mind and body of none
other than Henry Louis Mencken (1880-1956).
It is true that this skeptic, libertarian, arch-enemy of Puritanism,
champion of heterodoxy, erudite foe of academicians, crusader against
crusades, censor-baiter, firebrand, and gadfly, is the acknowledged
author of "The Violet" and of other equally "dreadful juvenile verse,"
to use his own words.
Forty-six pages of this gush and slush constitute Mencken's first
book: Ventures into Verse~ published in Baltimore, 1903, brown paper
wrappers, printed label on front cover, in an edition which consisted
of between 100 and less than 200 copies. There are occasional illustra-
tions, ornaments, and "other things" by Charles S. Gordon and John
Siegel which are little better than the stuff they attempt to embellish.
In later life, Mencken was sad and ferocious about this publica-
tion, and destroyed every copy he could get his hands on, with the ob-
vious result that existing examples are now extremely scarce and of
course quite valuable.
The copy in the private collection of the Curator of Manuscripts
and Rare Books of Syracuse University is lamentably defective and dis-
figured, that is, all forty-six pages with the front and back covers are
torn halfway across from the fore-edge to the inner-edge, and is creased
and wadded as if it had been the object of a struggle between two pairs
of grasping hands, as indeed it was.
At breakfast with Mencken and Will Rogers one morning on the
roof of the Rice Hotel at Houston during the 1928 Democratic Con-
vention, the Curator, then a sedulous, semi-seasoned book collector and
a fledgling observer of fustian forensics, produced his copy of Ventures
into Verse (picked off the 25¢ table in front of Lowdermilk's, Washing-
ton, D.C., a year before) , with the intention of getting it inscribed by
the now-famous author.
The eyes of the Sage of Baltimore focused on the brown booklet,
and in a flash he recognized its title. Like a wild llama of the llanos,
l\tfencken snorted, spluttering out the half-consumed toast in his mouth,
and made a grab, knocking over a glass of water, and upsetting the
little vase of Texas Bluebonnets which graced the center of the break-
fast table. Surprised by this hircine and hirudinoid conduct on the part
of his host, the guest-owner felt the booklet fly from his fingers, but
quick as the draw of William H. Bonney (alias dictus: Billy the Kid,
1859-1881) , both his hands shot out and retrieved the booklet, but not
before its author had torn it half-way across the middle; hence the con-
dition of the copy in the private collection of the Curator.
For those who have wanted a copy of Ventures into Verse~ but have
never been able to find one to acquire, the next best thing is a fac-
simile reprint; fortunately that is now available. Mr. Allen W. Schultz
(of Smith's Book Store, 805 North Howard Street, Baltimore I, Mary-
land) just recently had printed a facsimile edition of this rara avis of
American poetry. (This really amounts to the second edition of Ven-
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tures into Verse.) For those who are Mencken admirers and collectors,
Mr. Schultz can supply copies of his Lists Nos. 135 and 144, made up
entirely of items by and about the erstwhile poetaster of Baltimore.
Appraisals of Gifts
At the conference of the Rare Books Section of the Association of
College and Research Libraries (a division of the American Library
Association), in Oberlin, Ohio, last July, attended by library repre-
sentatives from all over the country, the following statement of policy
was adopted regarding the appraisals of gifts to a library:
1. The appraising of a gift to a library for tax purposes is the re-
sponsibility of the donor since it is the donor who requires an ap-
praisal, not the library, but the library may make arrangements for and
suggestions concerning appraisals.
2. The library should at all times protect the interests of its donors
as best it can and should suggest the desirability of appraisals whenever
such a suggestion would be in order.
3. To protect both its donors and itself, the library, as an interest-
ed party, should not appraise gifts made to it, except in those cases
where only items of comparatively low monetary value are involved.
4. The acceptance of a gift which has been appraised by a third-
and disinterested-party does not in any way imply an endorsement of
the appraisal by the library.
5. The cost of the appraisal should ordinarily be borne by the
donor.
6. The library should not appraise items for a private owner. It
should limit its assistance to referring him to such sources as auction
records and dealers' catalogues and to suggesting the names of appro-
priate commercial experts who might be consulted.
7. A librarian, if he is conscious that as an expert he may have to
prove his competence in court, may properly act as an independent
appraiser of library materials. He should not in any way suggest that
his appraisal is endorsed by his library (such as by the use of the li-
brary's letterhead) .
Dr. Jorge Aguayo and Books from the South
The Sixth Seminar on the Acquisition of Latin American Library
1Iaterials, organized by the Library of Congress and Pan-American
Union, met in July at Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, Illi-
nois, for the purpose of exchanging ideas and formulating programs
involving the selection of the best published material available in
South American countries. The attendance at the Seminar represented
~. majority of the libraries of the outstanding universities of the coun-
try.
Syracuse University was represented by Dr. Jorge Aguayo, Bibliog-
rapher in the Library, who presented a working paper to the Confer-
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ence entitled "Bibliography of Book Reviews on Current Latin Amer-
ican Book Production Appearing in Serial Publications."
Dr. Aguayo, with twenty-five years in professional library work in
Cuba and until recently Director of the General Library, University of
Havana, is intimately familiar with book production in all of the South
American countries due to his extensive traveling in those areas, and is
considered an authority in his field.
Copies of Dr. Aguayo's paper may be obtained by application to
Mr. A. William Bork, Director, Latin American Institute, Southern
Illinois University, Carbondale, Illinois.
Neilson Campbell Hannay and William Cowper
For something like forty years now, Dr. Neilson Campbell Hannay,
originally from Schenectady, New York, and prominent in literary and
educational circles from Harvard University and Union University,
Jackson, Tennessee, to Glasgow, Scotland, and the University of Halle-
on-the-Saale, and several other equally renowned institutions of learn-
ing in between, has been engaged upon a factual and critical biography
of the English poet William Cowper (1731-1800), and a collected edi-
tion of his correspondence collated with all known originals. Cowper
wrote The Task (1785), The Castaway (1798), and other accomplish-
ments of idiomatic purity which placed him among the remembered
men of letters of his time.
So intensely thorough and extended have been Dr. Hannay's re-
searches concerning Cowper that he has earned an international repu-
tation as the topmost authority on this intriguing figure, and all the
English- and American-speaking world of literature is eagerly awaiting
the appearance of his labors in print. Recently Dr. Hannay made his
twenty-third trip abroad in connection with Cowper research.
It is suggested that those members of Library Associates and other
readers of the Courier who have in their libraries or collections any
Cowperiana, original manuscripts and letters by, to, or about William
Cowper, inform Dr. Hannay accordingly, so they may be able to
participate in this splendid project. He may be reached at: 55, Horace
Road, Belmont 78, Massachusetts.
Blumenthal's Philandering
Not prolific, but richly selective in the subject matter of his writ-
ings, Walter Hart Blumenthal, Library Associate of Philadelphia, ap-
parently concentrates on quality of content and treatment, with the
cultivated result that his productions are always finished to a pleasant
point of polish._All his writings, whether in books, brochures, maga-
zines, or scholarly periodicals, have this enviable characteristic, and for
that reason, it is always with an anticipation of enjoyment and enlight-
enment that one encounters his name at the head of an essay or on the
title-page of a book. It is predictive of excellent fare, and no reader has
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ever experienced anything but an elevation of the spirit and a restful-
ness of the mind.
This is equally true of Mr. Blumenthal's latest presentation en-
titled: Boohmen's Trio: Ventures in Litemry Philandering, published
by Achille J. St. Onge, Worcester, Massachusetts, in an edition limited
to 500 copies beautifully printed by a Dutch concern in Haarlem,
Holland.
The trio of this menu consists of (1) "Flesh and Blood of Paper
and Ink: Lifelike Characters that Live Only in Books"; (2) "Boudoir
Books for Ladies-in-Waiting: Lessons in Love, for the Feminine Pil-
low"; and (3) "Potluck and Peacocks' Tongues: Potpourri of Old
Cookbooks and Odd Foods," and from the second bite of the Preamble
to the last bone thrown under the table on the final page, one finds the
haute cuisine delightful, tasty, relishing, and nourishing.
Reading the first section, devoted to fictional characters delineated
to the nicety of vibrancy that they have through the years taken on the
aura of reality, such as Sherlock Holmes, Johnny Appleseed, d'Ar-
tagnan, Don Quixote, and Tom Sawyer, one's mind begins to work
ahead with the idea: "I can think of one the author hasn't mentioned";
but a paragraph or two down or a page or two over, and there one finds
the character he had had in mind. Mr. Blumenthal is thorough, and in
this area of unusual revelations he has left no nook unnotched.
"Boudoir Books for Ladies-in-Waiting" gallops the gamut from
Le Purgatoire des mauvais maris of 1480 to Erich Fromm's The Art of
Loving of 1956 and the 1959 edition of Les quinze ]oies de Mariage}
"done into English" back in 1694, and still going strong in a paperback.
Larded between are discourses on and references to such tours de force
as the 1,400-page dissertation by the Jesuit scholiast, Thomas Sanchez,
entitled De Sancto Matrimonii Sacmmento Disputationum (1654),
later banned in the Index of condemned books; Ornaments tor Daugh-
ters of Zion (1691 [1692]), by Cotton Mather (M.A., Harvard, 1681,
meddlesome and provincial, in his whole life never more than a few
miles from Boston village), who put emphasis on conscience rather
than cosmetics by writing: "If a woman spends more time in dressing
than she does in praying or in working out her own salvation, her dress
is but a snare for her soul"; Addison's A Lady's Library (1711); Steele's
The Ladies' Library (three volumes, 1714); Dean Swift's The Lady's
Dressing Room (1732); on down and through the book of etiquette by
the English blue-nose Lady Gough who in 1863 decreed that: "The
perfect hostess will see to it that the works of male and female authors
be properly separated on her bookshelves. Their proximity unless they
happen to be married should not be tolerated." Lady G. was probably
under the impression that Cherubim and Seraphim were man and wife
like Sodom and Gomorrah.
The title of the third section speaks for itself, and includes fillips
ranging from locusts, crickets, and grasshoppers (not at all new, but
declared edible in Leviticus) Sahara camel's hump, Antarctic penguin
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eggs, Mexican worms, on down to Texas rattlesnake meat, a delicacy
which might be described as a first cousin once removed from pate de
foie gras (a Syracuse faculty wife served some with her hors d'oeuvres
at a Commencement party last June, and no one present but a West
Texas connoisseur of the esoteric and the bizarre recognized it) . The
first cookbook of American origin, Mr. Bfumenthal reveals, a paper-
bound thing of forty-<seven pages, concocted by an orphan girl of Hart-
ford, Connecticut, named Amelia Simmons back in 1796, now com-
mands a price of around $350. The Williamsburg, Virginia cookbook
of 1742 is a reprint of the fifth edition of a British publication, and is
fabulously scarce as are also most of the other kitchen literature pub-
lished in this country or imported over from London up to 1812.
At the other extreme are hundreds and hundreds of modern cook-
books for every taste, fastidious or otherwise, both for preparing food
and just for collecting, the most popular one today being The Fannie
Farmer Cook Book, first published in 1896, and of which since then
more than 3,000,000 copies have been sold. Of another modern, M. F.
K. Fisher, author of such recent works as An Alphabet for Gourmets,
The Gastronomical Me, and the popular How to Cook a Wolf, the
author states: "She writes about food as Elizabeth Barrett Browning
wrote about love"; and in this precious little volume of his, Walter
Hart Blumenthal has written of books and bibliolatry as Algernon
Charles Swinburne wrote about the sea.
There is only one crow to pick, though not for cooking.
So off the track is the first sentence of the first paragraph of Mr.
Blumenthal's enthralling disquisition that it must not be permitted to
go unnoticed and unchallenged. There it is declared that book collect-
ing is a "vice," that is, a moral fault or failing; especially, immoral
conduct or habit, as in the indulgence of degrading appetites; evil con-
duct, depravity, wickedness. Surely, Mr. Blumenthal cannot mean that
in any sense of the vicious noun.
A collector's unsympathetic ux might say that book collecting is a
vice, but who would she be to know? As Mr. Blumenthal really realizes
and has been preaching since he "collected" his first book, it is an art,
a science, a boon to Mankind, and a blessing, all rolled into one, more
wonderful of course when, as A. Edward Newton used to say, one's wife
is a partner and an adjutant in the enterprise.
The word "vice" must have been a slip of the pen, or maybe it was
just a bad day in Philadelphia.
The John Carter Browrn Library Conference
The organization at Brown University, Providence Plantations,
known as the Associates of the John Carter Brown Library has recently
issued one of the most interesting publications of its kind to come
along in quite a while. It should be required reading for everyone
everywhere concerned with the development of university and college
libraries throughout the fifty states of the American Union.
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Under the title: The John Carter Brown Library Confe1"ence) with
the subtitle: A report of the meeting held in the Library at Brown Uni-
versity on the Early History of the Americas) this publication contains
such contents as: "Program for the Future Growth of the John Carter
Brown Library," "The Use of Old Sources in New Ways," by Robert
E. Spiller, Professor of English, University of Pennsylvania, "Early
American History as a Part of the History of Western Civilization," by
Lewis U. Hanke, Professor of Latin American History, Columbia Uni-
versity, "The Use of the John Carter Brown Library in Fields other
than History," by Durand Echeverria, Associate Professor of French,
Brown University, and a section entitled "The Discussions" which
covers the questions: What is the relation between the John Carter
Brown Library and scholarship and what should the Library do to
fulfill its part of that relation?
This report describes a conference held late last year with the
participants being selected from the Associates of the John Carter
Brown Library, the faculty of Brown University, and the world of
scholarship. The chairman was Louis B. Wright of the Folger Shake-
speare Library, and among those who took part were representatives
from a dozen or more private and public libraries, universities and col-
leges, and historical and antiquarian societies in the Eastern and Mid-
dle Atlantic states.
This soul-searching operation produced nine fine recommenda-
tions which, as they are carried out, will undoubtedly result in there
being operated and maintained a greatly improved library of the
caliber that Brown University so sincerely desires and richly deserves.
The printing of this report was done by the Anthoensen Press,
Portland, Maine, in a most attractive format.
Cox of Beaminster
One of the most interesting, entertaining, and enlightening second-
hand book catalogues coming over to this country from abroad these
days is published and circulated by James and Helen Stevens Cox who
do business under the trade name: J. Stevens Cox, Antiquarian Book-
seller, Beaminster, Dorset, England. Their publication, tabloid in size,
bears the unique title: The Literary Repository: A Quarterly devoted
to the Printing of Unpublished Manuscripts and Original Articles of
Archaeological, Historical) Literary) Sociological) and Theological In-
terest; also A Catalogue of Rare and Scholarly Books and Manuscripts)
and the recent issue contains sixteen pages, thirteen of which offer
1,550 items in forty-two categories.
The first three pages of The Literary Repository present miscel-
laneous Notes and News from everywhere, and include quotations
from 17th and 18th century manuscripts and rare books (two exam-
ples are: "17th Century Bedroom Talk," 1662; and "Of Europe's Being
Too Full of People," 1688) on down to the present.
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On page one appears this interesting notice under the heading:
"Thomas Hardy Opera": Mrs. June M. Dickinson, a.M., 126 Argyle
Street, Rochester 7, N.Y., U.S.A., would like to hear from persons who
had personal contact with Thomas Hardy or members of his family.
She is preparing an opera based on Mr. Hardy's "Under the Greenwood
Tree." Any information that would aid her in her work would be sin-
cerely appreciated. Write to her at her Rochester address.
The prices in the catalogue section are given in both English
pounds and American dollars.
It is interesting to note that following the list of books the pro-
prietors want to buy is the statement: "To keep our business active we
need to purchase over 20,000 books and manuscripts each year."
Board Meeting
The Trustees of Library Associates will hold their next meeting at
]0:00 a.m., Tuesday, November 21, in the Founders Room of Maxwell
Hall. Following the election and introduction of new Trustees, the
Board will take action on the proposals to create a new category of
honorary and life members and to change the fiscal year from July 1
through June 30 to January 1 through December 31. Trustees will re-
ceive the initial report from the Library's Curator of Manuscripts and
Rare Books, a progress report from the Librarian of the Lena R.
Arents Rare Book Room, and reports from officers of the Board.
Invitation to Members
All members of Library Associates are cordially invited to the
campus at 2:00 p.m., Tuesday, November 21, for ceremonies re-
dedicating the enlarged Lena R. Arents Rare Book Room. The pro-
gram includes a tribute to George Arents, donor of Syracuse Univer-
·shy's specially equipped quarters for rarities, an address by a dis-
tinguished rare book librarian, an open house in the Lena R. Arents
Rare Book Room where the portrait of Lena Richardson Arents will
be on display, and the opening of a De Pol Exhibition in the Foyer of
the Carnegie Library. John De Pol, one of America's truly great wood
engravers, will personally arrange the Exhibition using selections from
the University's extensive De Pol Collection established by the artist in
1958 when he designated the Syracuse University Library as the re-
pository for his creative work. Library Associates will have an oppor-
tunity to meet special guests and members of the staff during an in-
formal reception.
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Ralph Hodgson: The Real Thing
The greatest English poet living today, in the opinion of the intel-
ligent people who know the most about such matters, is that intellec-
tual aristocrat of Yorkshire, born 1871, who wrote The Bull and The
Song ot Honor: Ralph Hodgson.
Ralph Hodgson's brilliant verse reflects the facts that he has
studied Mankind, its faults and frailties, its glories and perfection,
that he has been and still is an elegant observer and enthusiastic ad-
mirer of all things lovely, that he has united the most vivid coruscations
of wit and humor with the permanent splendor of eloquence and wis-
dom, that he has thought with a power which few ever possessed, that
he has conveyed his thoughts with a felicity to which still fewer have
attained, that in his long and luminous career he has united the highest
energies of serious exertion with the most easy and animated vivacity,
and furthermore that he is a firm believer that the poet should live in
his poetry.
Ralph Hodgson has two other distinctions: (1) He is an authority
on bull-terriers; and (2) just recently he was the subject of a special
Executive Proclamation promulgated by Governor Price Daniel where-
by he acquired "all rights, privileges, and emoluments" appertaining
to Texas citizenship, the only English poet to be so honored by the
"Lone Star State" since 29 December 1845.
In correspondence recently with Ralph Hodgson, a member of
Syracuse University Library Associates had occasion to mention his
library of rare and first editions, manuscripts, and letters of Algernon
Charles Swinburne he had been collecting for a long time.
In his reply, Ralph Hodgson, noting his correspondent's particular
interest, related that he had a remembrance of once seeing Swinburne
in his old age scurrying through Putney, and then added:
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AT THE VERY HEART of a great university's intellectual resources stands its
library. In this center of academic work the university fulfills its purpose of
conserving, transmitting and advancing knowledge.
Only a distinguished library can adequately support research and at-
tract scholars. Undergraduates deserve a distinguished library in which to
explore new frontiers of intellectual interest. Syracuse University promotes
expansion of its library resources through the SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
LIBRARY ASSOCIATES, organized in 1953.
Alumni and friends of the University, faculty members, students and
collectors of books-together-are accomplishing as Library Associates
what no one could do alone. They support in varied ways the growth of col-
lections and the improvement of physical facilities.
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY ASSOCIATES cordially invites you to
add your strength to its program by providing funds for the purchase of
books, journals and special collections, by donating books and private
libraries, by creating new and contributing to existing Memorials, and by
l)roviding endowment funds.
Members who are Alumni of Syracuse University may pay dues to this
organization as part of their annual giving program and these gifts will be
credited to the Alumni Fund. All contributions are tax deductible under the
Revenue Act. The minimum annual membership is $10 and members
voluntarily contribute annual dues in excess of $10 as they can. The SYRA-
CUSE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY ASSOCIATES welcomes inquiries concerning a
Inethod of giving private libraries while retaining life possession.
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